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3D printing marketplace “rinkak” provider Kabuku Inc. 
announces the procurement of a 200 mill ion yen(about 
US$2M) of financing led by CyberAgent Ventures and 

others. 
 
 

Kabuku Inc., a 3D-print production and market place provider, and a digital 
fabrication solution supplier announced the completion of a 200 million yen(about 
US$2M) of financing led by CyberAgent Venture, Inc. 
 
kabuku will use the funds to enhance its development organization to accelerate 
service, function and globalization, in order to rapidly structure and upgrade the 
platform where creators and companies can conduct production simply by 
uploading 3D data. 
 
As already seen in the smartphone business, any developers can sell their own 
applications simply by uploading to the platform. Similarly in the manufacturing 
world, kabuku will create scenes where anyone can easily manufacture, sell and 
ship their own products simply by uploading 3D data to “rinkak”. 
 
 
【About the Investors】 
CA Startups Internet Fund I, L.P. 
General Partner: CyberAgent Ventures, Inc. 
President: Souichi Tajima 
 
Nissay Capital No.5 Investment LP 
General Partner: NISSAY CAPITAL CO., LTD. 
President: Eiji Arima 
 
FUJI STARTUP Fund I, L.P. 
General Partner: FUJI STARTUP VENTURES, INC. 
President: Osamu Kanemitsu(FUJI MEDIA HOLDINGS, INC. SENIOR EXECUTIVE 
MANAGING DIRECTOR) 
 
 
【Recruitment Page】 
Special recruitment website for development enhancement. 
http://www.kabuku.co.jp#jobs  
 
 
 
 
 



■About rinkak 
 
 
 
 

“rinkak” (https://www.rinkak.com) is a new production market place applying digital 
fabrication technology such as 3D printers. Users can have access to high-end 
manufacturing facilities to produce and sell by simply uploading 3D data to rinkak. 
There is no need for creators to carry stocks since the products are manufactured 
on demand. Available materials include not only general plastics, but ceramics, 
metals, rubber and other various types of materials. rinkak aims to be the platform 
for innovative and unique products that consumers want, with highly creative 
collaborations between various creators and users. 
 
■� Digital fabrication solutions 
kabuku also provides networked digital fabrication such as 3D printers, to support 
quick delivery and manufacturing/prototyping with medium/small lot. We have 
mainly supported the production of novelty goods for campaigns and events, 
smartphone accessories and game character figurines, and products for 
architecture, medical and dental sectors. 
 
■About kabuku Inc.  
We, as a group of “KABUKU”, will create something new that the world has never 
seen before and that will be loved throughout the ages. 
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【Company Name】 ：kabuku Inc. 
【Location】 ：42-6, Udagawa-cho, Shibuya-ku, Tokyo, 150-0042 
【URL】  ：http://www.kabuku.co.jp 
【CEO】 ：Masahiko Inada 
【Foundation】：January, 2013 
【Business Portfolio】：Internet-related services, Community management, 
Product design and development, R&D on leading edge technologies. 
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